Gastric cancer (GC) is among the leading causes of cancer deaths, and half of the worldwide cases occur within Eastern Asia ([@bib8]). The majority of GC patients present with advanced disease with a median overall survival of 8--10 months ([@bib30]). Despite significant advances in earlier diagnosis, surgical techniques and standard-of-care therapies, clinical outcome of GC remains dismal with a 5-year survival rate of ∼20% ([@bib12]). The development of novel, effective therapeutics for GC represents an urgent priority.

In the last decade, targeted therapies have emerged as a promising strategy for the treatment of GC. Trastuzumab, an mAb against human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) ([@bib9]), was recently approved for the treatment of advanced HER2-positive GC patients as the result of the Trastuzumab for Gastric Cancer (ToGA) study ([@bib2]). Positivity for HER2 in GC is defined by either a score of 3+ by immunohistochemistry (IHC) or with IHC 2+ plus *HER2* amplification by FISH. The incidence of HER2 positivity in GC was ∼15% ([@bib11]; [@bib14]), leaving a significant proportion whose clinical options are limited to standard chemotherapies. Additionally, a number of other receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), including EGFR, VEGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (FGFR2) and hepatocyte growth factor receptor (MET), have been studied intensively to assess their therapeutic potential in GC ([@bib20]; [@bib29]). Therapies targeting VEGFR and EGFR have so far failed to translate their preclinical efficacy into prolonged patient survival in several late-stage trials for advanced GC ([@bib26]; [@bib18]; [@bib39]). All those trials lacked biomarker-assisted patient selection and *post hoc* analyses have yet to identify biomarker candidates that could help such selection ([@bib13]). Meanwhile, for agents targeting FGFR2 and MET, predictive biomarkers have been identified in preclinical studies and early development, and the outlook for these inhibitors remains optimistic ([@bib1]).

The FGFR2 RTK regulates cell proliferation, differentiation and motility and its frequent dysregulation, like gene amplification, is linked to tumour formation in GC ([@bib38]; [@bib40]). Fibroblast growth factor receptor inhibitors have demonstrated preclinically that *FGFR2* amplification confers hypersensitivity to FGFR2 inhibition in GC ([@bib25]; [@bib40]). AZD4547 and dovitinib are two such anti-FGFR2 therapies that have progressed to mid-late stage trials in advanced GC patients (NCT01457846 and NCT01719549). Both programs have adopted *FGFR2* amplification as patient selection; although the detection techniques are different -- the AZD4547 trial employs FISH and the dovitinib trial uses RT--PCR.

MET is also well documented for its role in cell proliferation and invasion, and its dysregulation contributes to tumour growth and metastasis ([@bib35]). *MET* amplification and protein overexpression, which can lead to constitutive activation of the MET pathway, are associated with shorter survival in GC patients ([@bib16]). This increased understanding has led to the development of several MET signalling pathway inhibitors including MetMAb, rilotumumab (AMG102) and MET TKIs such as tivantinib ([@bib7]). For these MET signalling pathway inhibitors, finding predictive biomarkers early in clinical development is critical ([@bib3]). Earlier phase II trials of tivantinib and MetMAb in NSCLC patients showed that MET overexpression rather than *MET* amplification could be useful in enriching patients ([@bib37]; [@bib31]). Indeed, patients who were negative for MET expression performed worse on MetMAb when compared with chemotherapy alone, highlighting the potential for both positive enrichment and negative exclusion. An ongoing phase III trial (NCT01662869) of MetMAb in HER2-negative GC patients utilises MET protein overexpression by IHC as patient selection. Encouragingly, the HGF-targeted antibody rilotumumab demonstrated clinical benefit when used in combination with chemotherapy in a phase II gastric/oesophageal trial ([@bib27]). Similarly, patients with tumours scoring 'MET-high\' by IHC assay (defined as '\>50% of tumour cells positive\') performed significantly better on drug (OS 11.1 *vs* 5.7 months, HR=0.29 compared with chemotherapy alone) when compared to patients with tumours scored as 'MET-low\' (defined as '⩽50% tumour cells positive\') who had a trend towards unfavourable survival using the rilotumumab/chemotherapy combination compared with chemotherapy alone (HR=1.84).

The oncogenic alterations in HER2, MET and FGFR2 have rarely been studied simultaneously in the same patient cohort using clinically validated or investigational assays and scoring criteria ([@bib21]). Previous efforts have mainly focused on the profiling of single biomarkers within individual cohorts ([@bib14]; [@bib16]; [@bib19]). The most comprehensive profiling of GC to date has employed high-resolution single-nucleotide polymorphism arrays ([@bib6]). Unlike most other cancers, mutations and epigenetic changes in *HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2* are rarely observed in GC ([@bib1]). Furthermore, protein overexpression and/or amplification of *HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2* are confirmed as oncogenic driver alterations in GC. Therefore, IHC and FISH are strongly supported as diagnostic platforms for these targeted therapies.

With MET and FGFR2 inhibitors currently progressing into late-stage GC trials, there is a need to better understand molecular segmentation of *MET*, *FGFR2* and *HER2* alterations within GC ([@bib23]). Such knowledge will be particularly useful in the application of patient selection strategies, and also in potentially understanding *de novo* resistance in response to these targeted therapies ([@bib23]).

Here, we analysed 172 Chinese GC patients for protein expression and gene amplification of *HER2* and *MET*, using a combination of validated IHC and FISH methods. *FGFR2* amplification within the same cohort was recently reported ([@bib40]). Together, we identified HER2-negative GC populations that could potentially benefit from FGFR or MET inhibitors. To further investigate this, we profiled a panel of GC cell lines for high expression and amplification of *MET*, *HER2* and *FGFR2*, and demonstrated highly selective *in vitro* growth-inhibitory effects using agents specifically targeting the three proteins. Furthermore, we showed the ability of an MET TKI to potently inhibit tumour growth in a patient-derived GC xenograft (PDGCX) model with *MET* amplification and overexpression.

Materials and methods
=====================

Patients and tumour samples
---------------------------

This study included 253 patients with GC who underwent surgery between 2007 and 2011 at the Renji Hospital, Shanghai, China ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Adjuvant chemotherapies were administered to 143 patients; 43 patients received no chemotherapy; and chemotherapy status for the remaining 65 patients was not available. Histological subtype according to Lauren\'s classification was determined after a review of tumour sections by two trained pathologists. Follow-up data were available from 202 patients, who were assessed at 3, 6 and 12 months and then every 6 months for 5 years or until death. This study was approved by Renji Hospital institutional review board.

Immunohistochemistry
--------------------

Immunohistochemistry analyses were performed on tissue microarray (TMA) at 4 *μ*m thickness. For HER2 staining, a HercepTest kit (DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark) was used following the manufacturer\'s instructions. The MET staining was performed using a rabbit monoclonal anti-total MET antibody (SP44; Ventana Medical Systems, Oro Valley, AZ, USA) on an automatic immunostainer (Discovery XT; Ventana Medical Systems).

The DAKO HercepTest guideline was used to semi-quantitatively score MET and HER2 expression. To minimise the impact of intratumoral heterogeneity of HER2 expression, case-matched whole sections of HER2-negatively scored TMA samples were re-evaluated. All slides were independently evaluated and agreed by two pathologists who were blind to patients\' data.

FISH
----

The dual-colour FISH assay used the *HER2*/*CEP17* probes from Vysis (Chicago, IL, USA; Cat \#30-171060) and the *MET* probe from labelling BAC (CTD-2270N20) DNA with Red-dUTP (Enzo Biochem, Farmingdale, NY, USA; Cat \#02N34-050). *CEP10*-Spectrum Green probe (Vysis, Cat \#32-112010) and *CEP7*-Spectrum Green probe (Vysis, Cat \#32-132007) for the centromeric regions of chromosomes 10 and 7 were used as internal controls of *FGFR2* and *MET* probes, respectively. Detailed procedures were previously described ([@bib40]).

Detailed experimental method for multi-colour FISH was included in [Supplementary information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Criteria for defining biomarker positivity
------------------------------------------

HER2+ cases were defined by IHC 3+ or IHC 2+ plus *HER2* amplification. MET+ cases were defined by IHC 2+/3+ according to the patient selection criteria of the ongoing MetMAb trial in GC (NCT01662869). FGFR2+ cases were defined by *FGFR2* amplification according to the ongoing trials of AZD4547 and dovitinib in GC (NCT01457846 and NCT01719549).

*In vitro* cell proliferation
-----------------------------

Anti-proliferative activity was measured as described previously using standard metabolism-based anti-proliferative assays ([@bib5]). Each experiment was carried out in triplicate and data presented as geometric means. All the cell lines were profiled by affymetrix (details in [Supplementary information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), IHC and FISH.

*In vivo* anti-tumour efficacy and pharmacodynamics
---------------------------------------------------

The PDGCX mouse models were established by implanting fresh surgical human tumour tissue into immunodeficient mice. Animals were housed in a specific pathogen-free animal facility in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (eighth edition) and the regulations of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). All animal studies were approved by the IACUC. Briefly, PDGCX tissue fragments (∼15 mm^3^) were implanted subcutaneously into 8- to 10-week-old female nude mice (Vital River, Beijing, China). Tumour-bearing mice with a tumour size of 150--250 mm^3^ were randomly divided into vehicle or treatment groups (five animals per group). Subcutaneous tumours and mice body weight were measured twice a week with caliper and balance. Tumour volumes (TVs) were calculated by the formula: TV=(length × \[width\]^2^)/2. The percentage of tumour growth inhibition (%TGI) was calculated by the formula: TGI%=\[1−(changes of TV in treatment group/changes of TV in control group)\] × 100. For tumour regression, in which the TV after treatment was smaller than the TV at the beginning, the following equation was used: regression%=100 × (T0−Ti)/T0. T0 and Ti are TV in the same group but measured at the different time points. T0 is TV on the day before first treatment and Ti is TV on the last measurement day after treatment. Statistical significance was evaluated using a one-tailed, two sample *t-*test. *P\<*0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

Antibodies and immunoblotting
-----------------------------

Primary antibodies for total-MET, p-MET(Tyr1234/1235), p-Erk(Thr202/Tyr204), Erk, AKT, GAPDH, as well as secondary anti-rabbit and mouse antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA). The primary antibody for p-AKT (Ser473) was purchased from DAKO. The vehicle and crizotinib-treated tumours (collected 2-h post treatment) were grinded in liquid nitrogen and lysed in ice-cold RIPA buffer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The protein concentration was determined by BCA (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). In all, 80 *μ*g of tumour extracts was separated in NuPAGE gel (Invitrogen, Camarillo, CA, USA) under reducing conditions and transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes by iBlot gel transfer stack (Invitrogen). After blocking and antibody incubation, the membrane was exposed by ECL followed by western blotting detection system (GE Health, Waukesha, WI, USA). The signals were captured by LAS400 imaging system (Fujifilm Life Science, Valhalla, NY, USA).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The analysis was conducted using R version 2.10.1 (<http://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/old/2.10.1/>). Characteristics of the two groups were compared using the *χ*^2^-test. Correlation of protein expression and gene amplification of a biomarker is assessed using *Kappa* statistics. Logistic regression model was applied to interrogate association of biomarker data and individual clinical parameter. The Kaplan--Meier method was used to estimate the survival distributions. The log-rank test was used to compare the survival distributions. Two-sided *P*-values \<0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

Results
=======

Patient information and tumour characteristics
----------------------------------------------

Of the 253 Chinese GC patients evaluated in this study, all had undergone total or subtotal gastrectomy with lymphadenectomy, according to the tumour location. Detailed patient information and tumour characteristics are listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Pathologically, these tumours were all gastric adenocarcinomas representing intestinal and diffused subtypes, according to Lauren\'s classification. The percentages of the clinical stages according to WHO TNM classification were stage I, 7% stage II, 24% stage III, 51% stage IV, 19%. Patient survival data were available for 202 patients and the median survival time was 28 months (range 0--55). Patients with more advanced clinicopathological features such as tumour grade and clinical stage were associated with worse survival (data not shown).

HER2 positivity in Chinese GC patients
--------------------------------------

To evaluate the prevalence of HER2 positivity in these Chinese GC samples, we performed IHC and FISH analysis following the current clinical practice for HER2-targeted therapies in advanced GC patients. A total of 221 patient samples were studied for membranous expression of HER2 by IHC using a 'HercepTest\' kit. The percentage breakdown of HER2 IHC scores was as follows: 0, 58.4% 1+, 16.7% 2+, 14.0% 3+, 10.9%. Among these, 55 samples exhibited HER2 protein overexpression with IHC scores of 2+ and 3+ ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). *HER2* FISH analysis was also performed on 219 out of the IHC-analysed 221 patient samples, and showed an amplification rate of 15.0% ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining two cases that were not evaluated by FISH assay had IHC scores of 0, and hence based on ToGA trial criteria [@bib2] required no further FISH confirmation of their HER2 status. Furthermore, *HER2* amplification was found in 25 (45.5%) of 55 patients with HER2 overexpression, but only in 8 (4.9%) of 164 patients with HER2 IHC scores of 0 or 1+. This suggests that *HER2* amplification shows a good concordance (*κ*=0.514) with protein overexpression in these GC samples ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

Taken together, HER2+ status was detected in 33 (14.9%) of 221 GC patient samples studied ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Similar to the findings from the ToGA trial ([@bib2]), a higher incidence of HER2+ was found in the intestinal subtype (28.0%) as compared with the diffuse subtype (8.3%). Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 overexpression and *HER2* amplification were not found to be significantly (*P*\>0.1) associated with patient survival.

*MET* gene amplification and protein overexpression in Chinese GC patients
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we evaluated the prevalence of *MET* amplification and overexpression and their concordance correlation in the same Chinese GC cohort. The MET protein overexpression (as defined by IHC 2+ or 3+) was identified in 26 (12.3%) of 212 patients ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The FISH analysis detected *MET* amplification in 12 (6.1%) of 196 patient samples ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Among the 176 patient samples analysed by both IHC and FISH, MET overexpression was found in 9 out of the 12 *MET*-amplified cases, suggesting a markedly high correlation (*κ*=0.674) between *MET* gene amplification and protein overexpression ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). In addition, we found that both *MET* amplification and MET overexpression were significantly associated with more frequent lymph-node metastasis (*P*=0.01 and 0.02, respectively (*X*^2^)) and distant metastasis (*P*=0.01 and 0.03, respectively (*X*^2^)). Patients with *MET-*amplified tumours had significantly poorer survival than patients with non-amplified tumours (*P*=0.0012; [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, patients with tumours scoring MET IHC 3+ were also found to be significantly associated with shorter survival time, compared to patients with tumours scoring \<IHC3+ (*P*=0.001; [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Chinese GC patient tumours exhibit distinct molecular segments of *HER2*, *FGFR2* and *MET* alterations
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Besides the HER2 and MET oncogenic alterations, abnormal activation of FGFR2 signalling via gene amplification has also been recently identified as a potential oncogenic driver in advanced GC patients ([@bib40]). As we previously observed in the same Chinese GC cohort, *FGFR2* amplification ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was detected in 10 (5.1%) of 198 patients.

To further evaluate the exclusivity and/or concordance correlation among the three molecular markers within this GC cohort, a total of 172 patients were stratified according to their HER2, MET and FGFR2 positivity status (refer to Materials and methods for criteria of biomarker positivity). As summarised in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the percentages of positive patients for each molecular segment were HER2+, 13.4% MET+, 12.2% and FGFR2+, 5.2%. Among these positive patients, no patient was found to be positive for all three biomarkers. Furthermore, FGFR2+ did not overlap with HER2+ in this cohort. Of particular interest, MET+ overlapped with FGFR2+ in one case from the HER2-negative population, accounting for 11.1% (1 out of 9) of FGFR2+ patients or 0.6% (1 out of 172) of all patients. MET+ also overlapped with HER2+ in 3 cases, accounting for 13.0% (3 out of 23) of HER2+ patients or 1.7% (3 out of 172) of all patients ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In summary, the percentage of samples exclusively staining positive for a single marker (i.e., no overlap) is as follows: HER2+ alone, 87.0% (20 out of 23); MET+ alone, 81.0% (17 out of 21); FGFR2+ alone, 88.9% (8 out of 9). Together, our results from 172 Chinese GC patients suggest that *HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2* oncogenic alterations occur in three largely distinct molecular segments.

*FGFR2* and *MET* gene amplifications exist in different tumour cells from an FGFR2+/MET+ Chinese GC patient
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We developed *FGFR2/MET* multi-colour FISH assay and analysed the whole tumour section from case number GC122T, which is the only case that showed co-amplification of more than one gene among the four overlapping cases (three cases for MET+/HER2+ and one case for FGFR2+/MET+). This case showed gene amplifications for both *FGFR2* (average copy number 5.22, *FGFR2*/*CEP10* ratio 2.2) and *MET* (average copy number \>20, *MET*/*CEP7* ratio\>4). Both genes exhibited clustered signals, and the two amplifications appeared in different tumour cells ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

GC cell lines carrying *HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2* oncogenic alterations are sensitive to drugs targeting the corresponding pathways
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore *in vitro* drug sensitivities of cell lines expressing the various molecular aberrations highlighted above, a panel of 24 GC cell lines were exposed to drugs targeting FGFR2 (PD173074, FGFR2 phosphorylation IC~50~ ∼10 n[M]{.smallcaps}) ([@bib15]), HER2 (Lapatinib, HER2 enzyme IC~50~ 9.2 n[M]{.smallcaps}) ([@bib32]) and MET (crizotinib, MET enzyme IC~50~ 6 n[M]{.smallcaps}) ([@bib36]). Standard metabolism-based anti-proliferative assays were performed following 3 days drug exposure and 50% growth inhibition (GI~50~) values were determined. In parallel, mRNA expression analysis was performed on *HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2,* and absolute mRNA probe signal values were used to determine correlations with anti-proliferative responses to these targeted therapies ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Notably, anti-proliferative response to crizotinib showed an excellent correlation with the levels of *MET* mRNA and its protein expression, with cell lines GTL16, Hs746t, SNU-5, SNU-620 and SNU-638 displaying crizotinib GI~50~ values ranging from 6 to 30 n[M]{.smallcaps} which all display *MET* mRNA probe values of \>1000, *MET* amplification and high protein expression (IHC3+). All other cell lines showed minimal response to crizotinib (GI~50~ values \>0.13 *μ*[M]{.smallcaps}) and correspondingly had low *MET* mRNA expression (probe values \<250), no *MET* amplification and undetectable protein expression (IHC0). Similarly, strong anti-proliferative responses to lapatinib were only achieved in cell lines NCI-N87 and NUGC-4 (GI~50~ values of 16 and 69 n[M]{.smallcaps}, respectively), both of which showed *HER2* mRNA probe values of \>1000 and high expression of HER2 protein (IHC2+/3+, with NCI-N87 also showing *HER2* amplification). Finally, exposure to PD173074 resulted in potent anti-proliferative responses in cell lines KATO-III and SNU-16 (GI~50~ values of 79 and 92 n[M]{.smallcaps}, respectively), both of which are known to be *FGFR2* gene amplified and exhibit *FGFR2* mRNA probe values of \>1000.

Of particular interest, none of the GC cell lines showed strong anti-proliferative responses to all three drugs, and indeed, in each of the responding cell lines, a strong anti-proliferative response was only achieved using a single drug.

*MET* gene amplification and protein overexpression in a PDGCX mouse model predict selective sensitivity to MET inhibitor
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further explore the translational significance of above findings, we selected a PDGCX mouse model (SGC031) harbouring *MET* amplification and MET overexpression (IHC 3+), but no gene amplification and/or protein overexpression of *FGFR2* and *HER2*. To assess anti-tumour efficacy of an MET inhibitor in this model, SGC031 tumour-bearing nude mice were treated with crizotinib 50 mg kg^−1^, Lapatinib 100 mg kg^−1^, PD173074 50 mg kg^−1^, docetaxel 10 mg kg^−1^, or the combination of crizotinib and Docetaxel, respectively. Once-daily administration of crizotinib gave statistically significant tumour regression of 89% (*P*\<0.0001) when compared with vehicle controls ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, chronic oral treatment with PD173074, an FGFR inhibitor, or lapatinib, an HER2 inhibitor did not result in significant TGI over the same period of treatments (14% and 17% TGI, respectively, all values *P*⩾0.2). Once weekly intravenous administration of docetaxel showed tumour regression (19% tumour regression, *P*\<0.0001) during treatment period and importantly, combined treatment with crizotinib did not result in antagonism compared with crizotinib monotherapy alone (81% tumour regression, *P*\<0.0001). Downregulation of p-MET (Y1234/1235) as well as its downstream targets, p-AKT (Ser473) and p-ERK (Thr202/Tyr204) in SGC031 tumour post-crizotinib treatment was observed by immunoblotting ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

Since the approval of trastuzumab, it is increasingly clear that targeted therapies can provide survival benefit in advanced GC patients ([@bib2]). Targeted therapies rely on design and execution of a personalised medicine strategy, which depends on a good knowledge of how oncogenic driver markers are expressed in the same set of patient samples ([@bib23]). To ensure the success of future targeted therapies, it is imperative to understand the molecular segmentation of key 'druggable\' targets within GC. Currently besides HER2, targeting approaches to MET and FGFR2 are most clinically advanced. MetMAb and rilotumumab, monoclonal antibodies targeting MET and HGF respectively, are currently being tested in phase III GC trials and are utilising MET overexpression by IHC as a patient selection approach; meanwhile, dovitinib and AZD4547, two FGFR TKIs, use *FGFR2* amplification by RT--PCR and FISH in their phase II GC trials. Our study here, by using the diagnostic methods that are currently employed for patient selection in MET- and FGFR-targeted GC trials, is the first to comprehensively characterise *HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2* oncogenic alterations in a cohort of GC patient samples.

Our data showed that HER2+, MET+ and FGFR2+ represent three largely distinct molecular segments, with slight overlap between HER2+ and MET+ patients (1.7% GC) and between MET+ and FGFR+ (0.6% GC). In addition, our results confirmed the reported findings on Chinese GC patients that HER2+ rate is 10--15% ([@bib33]; [@bib34]). It is worthwhile to mention that we took consideration of GC tumour heterogeneity, by confirming (on whole tissue sections) the IHC status of those cases (on TMAs) that were HER2 negative. On the other hand, MET protein expression is much less documented in Chinese GC. Recently, [@bib16] analysed a Korean GC population and characterised the incidence of MET overexpression and amplification at 23.7% and 3.4%, respectively. Using identical methodologies, we found a lower protein overexpression rate (12.3%) and a slightly higher amplification rate (6.1%). Despite these slight discrepancies, the findings from these two data sets are largely consistent. Namely, in both data sets MET IHC 3+ and *MET* amplification were associated with poor prognosis, and *MET* amplification was highly associated with MET protein overexpression. These data, when combined with our previous *FGFR2* amplification results in the same sample cohort ([@bib40]), suggest that ∼15% of HER2-negative GC patients could potentially benefit from FGFR2- or MET-targeted agents. Data from [@bib10] demonstrate a link between poor prognosis and elevated MET gene copy number (GCN) in radically resected GC patients; however, an absence of robust correlative data between patient tumour MET GCN and protein expression, combined with the prevalence of clinical IHC diagnostic assays suggests that measurement of protein levels appears to be a favoured emerging clinical approach. In addition to the clinical GC responses already described using MetMab and rilotumumab, the small-molecule EML4-ALK and MET inhibitor, crizotinib, has also shown evidence of efficacy in MET-driven tumours ([@bib17]). Within a phase I crizotinib expansion study, four patients were identified with focally gene amplified MET gastric or oesophageal junction tumours, two of whom experienced tumour shrinkage upon crizotinib treatment. In keeping with our data, the authors also demonstrated that *HER2* and *MET* were, with one exception, mutually exclusive in a cohort of 489 patient samples. In this instance, co-amplification was observed between *MET* and *EGFR.*

Our profiling of a panel of GC cell lines for their DNA, mRNA and/or protein expressions of HER2, MET and FGFR2 revealed a molecular segmentation profile similar to that of the surgical samples. In most cell lines, amplification or high expression of each marker was mutually exclusive and *in vitro* sensitivity to the targeted agents lapatinib, PD173074 and crizotinib was only observed in cell lines with the corresponding high expression of the drugs\' target. These data support the notion of 'oncogenic drivers\', whereby tumour cells evolve a reliance on a particular oncogenic pathway. Furthermore, we extended the translational significance of these findings by exploring *in vivo* sensitivity of an MET amplification and overexpression PDGCX model to drugs targeting the three biomarkers of interest. Our data showed tumour dependence on MET signalling with sensitivity to crizotinib and non-response to drugs targeting HER2 or FGFR2, thus validating targeting of this particular segment through use of a PDGCX model. One exception to above findings is the highly HER2-expressing cell line, SNU-216. Despite showing high expression of HER2 (IHC 3+), this line was relatively unresponsive to lapatinib, likely as a consequence of elevated MET expression. Indeed, co-expression of MET/HER2 proteins was observed in SNU-216 cell and its insensitivity to lapatinib has also been observed by [@bib4], who concluded that MET upregulation abrogates the inhibitory effect of lapatinib.

On the basis of clinical experience, patient selection is critical in ensuring the efficacy of inhibitors targeting oncogenic drivers. Nevertheless, even within biomarker-positive patients, initial response rates can vary (*de novo* resistance) and more importantly, secondary (acquired) resistance ultimately occurs in the majority of cancer patients. In HER2+ breast cancer patients, the rate of primary resistance to single-agent trastuzumab is around 66--88% and the majority of the responding patients develop secondary resistance within a year ([@bib24]). In the ToGA trial, HER2+ GC also showed a low complete response rate ([@bib2]). Previous studies ([@bib22]; [@bib28]), together with our results of SNU-216\'s poor response to lapatinib or crizotinib, suggest that co-activation of the MET pathway could cause low or no response to HER2-targeted therapies. As our study indicates MET overexpression in 14% of HER2+ patients, we speculate that MET expression could potentially be a contributing factor to the low response rates observed in clinic. In addition, we used multi-colour FISH to analyse the overlapping MET+ and FGFR2+ patient sample and found that the two genes were co-amplified. This is the first reported case of co-amplification of *MET* and *FGFR2* in a GC patient, though such co-amplification event appears rare (0.6% of all GC). In this case, co-amplification found in different tumour cells clearly explains tumour heterogeneity in GC. However, the limitation to this study is that we were unable to verify which class of inhibitor such patient would potentially receive optimal therapeutic benefit from; while future studies aim to identify co-expressing PDGCX models to enable preclinical testing.

In summary, this study profiled the expression of key oncogenic drivers in a cohort of GC patient samples and a panel of GC cell lines. Our data demonstrated that these markers show largely distinct molecular segments within GC and suggest that a significant proportion of HER2-negative GC patients could benefit from FGFR2- and MET-targeted therapies.
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![**Representative GC cases with overexpression and amplification of *HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2*.** (**A** and **B**) Strong membrane staining (IHC 3+) and gene amplification by FISH (red signal, *HER2*; green signal, *CEP17*) of *HER2*. (**C**) Gene amplification by FISH (red signal, *FGFR2*; green signal, *CEP10*) of *FGFR2*. (**D**, **E**) Strong membrane staining (IHC 3+) and gene amplification by FISH (red signal, *MET*; green signal, *CEP7*) of *MET*.](bjc201461f1){#fig1}

![***MET* amplification and overexpression leads to worse survival in GC patients.** (**A**) Association of MET amplification with survival time in 164 GC patients. Median survival time was 10.5 months for patients with *MET* amplification compared with 48 months for patients with non-amplified *MET*. The difference was significant in the log-rank test (*P*=0.0125). (**B**) Association of MET IHC 3+ with survival time in 167 GC patients. Median survival time was 8 months for patients with MET IHC 3+ compared with 45 months for patients without MET IHC3+. The difference was significant in the log-rank test (*P*=0.0013).](bjc201461f2){#fig2}

![***HER2*, *MET* and *FGFR2* oncogenic driver alterations occur in distinct molecular segments in GC.** The percentages of positive patients for each biomarker are as follows: HER2+, 13.4% (23 out of 172); FGFR2+, 5.2% (9 out of 172); MET+, 12.2% (21 out of 172). No patient was recorded to be positive for all three biomarkers. One case was found to be positive for both MET and FGFR2. Three patients were found to be positive for both HER2 and MET.](bjc201461f3){#fig3}

![***MET* and *FGFR2* genes were co-amplified but in different tumour cells from case GC122T.** The top lane shows the tumour cell with *MET* (red signal) amplification (**A**), *FGFR2* (gold signal) trisomy (**B**) and their merged image (**C**). The lower lane shows another tumour cell with *MET* polysomy (**D**), *FGFR2* amplification (**E**) and their merged image (**F**). Green and aqua signals represent *CEP7* and *CEP10*, respectively.](bjc201461f4){#fig4}

![**Crizotinib displays potent anti-tumour efficacy in an MET amplification and overexpression PDGCX model.** (**A**) SGC031-bearing nude mice were treated with vehicle, lapatinib 100 mg kg^−1^ bid, or crizotinib 50 mg kg^−1^ qd, or PD173074 50 mg kg^−1^ qd or docetaxel 20 mg kg^−1^ twice weekly alone, or the combination of crizotinib and docetaxel, respectively, for 3 weeks. Tumour volume was measured at the time indicated. Statistical analysis of tumour growth inhibition was performed using a Student\'s *t*-test; *p*\<0.0001. (**B**) Downregulations of p-MET (Y1234/1235), p-AKT (Ser473) and p-ERK (Thr202/Tyr204) were observed in crizotinib-treated SGC031 tumours by immunoblotting. Total-AKT, MET and ERK levels remained unchanged.](bjc201461f5){#fig5}

###### Characteristics of patients with gastric carcinoma

  **Factors**            ***N***   **%**
  ---------------------- --------- -------
  **Age, years**                   
  ⩽Median (63)           125       49
  \>Median (63)          128       51
  **Gender**                       
  Male                   176       69
  Female                 77        31
  **Histologic grade**             
  1                      3         1
  2                      50        20
  3                      173       69
  4                      26        10
  **Clinical stage**               
  1                      18        7
  2                      59        24
  3                      128       51
  4                      47        19
  **Histologic type**              
  Intestinal             78        31
  Diffuse                171       69
  **T**                            
  1                      8         3
  2                      24        10
  3                      206       82
  4                      14        6
  **N**                            
  0                      64        25
  1                      112       45
  2                      46        18
  3                      30        12
  **M**                            
  0                      231       92
  1                      21        8

###### Rates of HER2, FGFR2 and MET gene amplification, protein overexpression and biomarker positivity in Chinese GC

  **Biomarker**   **Gene amplification**                     **Protein overexpression** [a](#t2-fn2){ref-type="fn"}   ***κ*** [b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}   **Biomarker+** [c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"}
  --------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  HER2            15.0% (33/219)                             24.9% (55/221)                                           0.514                                 14.9% (33/221)
  FGFR2           5.1% (10/198)[d](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}   n/a                                                      n/a                                   5.1% (10/198)
  MET             6.1% (12/196)                              12.3% (26/212)                                           0.674                                 12.3% (26/212)

Abbreviations: FGFR2=fibroblast growth factor receptor 2; FISH=fluorescence *in situ* hybridisation; GC=gastric cancer; HER2=human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; IHC=immunohistochemistry; MET=hepatocyte growth factor receptor.

Protein overexpression: IHC score⩾2.

Correlation of gene amplification with protein overexpression for HER2 and MET.

Biomarker+: HER2+, IHC score=3 or IHC score=2 plus gene amplification by FISH; FGFR2+, gene amplification by FISH; MET+, IHC score⩾2.

Previously published by [@bib40].

###### *In vitro* sensitivity with respect to mRNA gene expression and biomarker positivity by IHC/FISH

![](bjc201461t1)
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